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Dear Mr. Coy:
The Department of Public Works, Charlottesville Public Utilities ("Charlottesville")
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Proposed Compliance Order that Charlouesville received on Decemb er 14,20i2, As you will
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who is counsel for Charlottesville in this matter,
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
BEFORE THE
PIPELINE HAZARDOUS MATERIALS AND SAFETY ADMINISTRATION

In the Matter

of

)

The Department of Public Works,
Charlottesville Public Utilities

)

cPF 1-2012-0007

)
)

RESPONSE OF THE DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS,

CHARLOTTESVILLE PUBLIC UTILITIES TO
NOTICE OF PROBABLE VIOLATION, PROPOSED
CIVIL PENALTY AND PROPOSED COMPLIANCE ORDER
Pursuant to $190.209 of the Pipeline Safety Regulations ("Regulations"), the Department

of Public Works, Charlottesville Public Utilities ("Charlottesville") hereby provides a written
response to the Notice of Probable Violation, Proposed Civil Penalty and Proposed Compliance
Order ("NOPV") in the above-captioned proceeding. The NOPV was sent by the Pipeline and
Hazardous Materials Safety Administration ("PHMSA") on December 13,2012 and was
received by Charlottesville on December 14,2012.

PREFACE
The NOPV proposes various violations of the Regulations, an assessment of related
penalties totaling $88,500 as well as a compliance plan. Charlottesville here respectfully

challenges a number of the proposed violations and demonstrates that virtually all of the items
set forth in the compliance plan have been satisfied by Charlottesville since April, 2011-over
19 months ago.

Charlottesville also challenges the very high level of penalties proposed, which
Charlottesville respectfully submits, has not been justihed and cannot be justified under the
Regulations, particularly in light of the attitude of full compliance that Charlottesville has
historically and continually demonstrated.
The standards for the assessment of penalty levels are set forth in çI90.225 of the
Regulations, which require that the PHMSA must consider, among other things, not only (a) the
violation itself, namely "(1) The nature, circumstances, and gravity of the violation, including
adverse impact on the environmenf, (2) The degree of the respondent's culpability," but also (b)
the compliance attitude of Charlottesville, namely "(3) The respondent's history of prior
offenses; . . . (5) Any good faith by the respondent in attempting to achieve compliance."

Charlottesville submits that application of these criteria compels the conclusion that the
imposition of penalties is not appropriate. Moreover, even assuming arguendo that imposition of

some penalties may be appropriate, the individual proposed penalties and the total penalty level

of $88,500 are clearly unreasonable.
In that regard, the past conduct of Charlottesville is particularly instructive. Since the
Virginia State Corporation Commission ("VA SCC") has assumed the responsibility of
inspecting for possible violations of the Regulations in 2005, Charlottesville has from time to
time received notifications of possible non-compliance, and has immediately in each and every
instance complied with the requests of VA SCC. Moreover, Charlottesville has been proactive
by continually asking questions of the VA SCC regarding the intent of safety regulations to
attempt to ensure compliance. This consistent attitude of compliance is conf,trmed by the fact
that since 2005 until the NOPV issued in this docket, there has not been one NOPV sent to
Charlottesville with respect to any regulation. This consistent attitude also underscores the
"good faith by the respondent [Charlottesville] in attempting to achieve compliance."
That good faith is also manifest with respect to the proposed violations set forth in the
NOPV. As will be shown below, in virtually all instances, Charlottesville has promptly
complied with the specific requests of the VA SCC for what that agency viewed were required
compliance actions, regardless of whether Charlottesville believed that such actions were
warranted. Notably, the NOPV in this proceeding assumes precisely the opposite-that
Charlottesville has taken no compliance actions-as the NOPV sets forth a compliance program
that Charlottesville essentially completed over 19 months ago.
The fact of such immediate compliance was, hence, apparently unknown to PHMSA or at
the least not considered when it issued its NOPV. Charlottesville assumes that once the facts are
known, PHMSA will, consistent with the requirements of $ 190.225, reconsider the penalties and
eliminate the proposed penalties or, at the very least, substantially reduce them. In that regard,

Charlottesville provides as Attachment 1 to the instant response the April 25,2011
Charlottesville response ("April 25,2011 Response") to the April 15, 2011 VA SCC NOI ("April
15,2011 NOI"). The April 15,201i Response describes the immediate compliance actions, and
will be referenced periodically below.

ANALYSIS OF SPECIFIC PROPOSED VIOLATIONS.
PENALTIES AND PROPOSED COMPLIANCE ACTIONS
Charlottesville here responds to each of the individual proposed violations and associated
proposed penalties and compliance action. In doing so, Charlottesville incorporates the
information set forth in the Preface which, as demonstrated, is critically important in determining
the extent of any penalties.

Item 1: $192.739 Proposed Penalty of $10,300
The regulation requires inspection of certain devices and stations at least (1) once during
a fifteen-month period and (2) once during a calendar year. The NOPV indicates that, with

respect to three regulator stations, the VA SCC staff determined that Charlottesville complied
with the first requirement, but has not complied with the second requirement. As to the second
requirement, the VA SCC staff report provides that Charlottesville missed the second

requirement by 8 days with respect to two stations and 5 days with respect to the third station'
There is no rationale provided by the NOPV that seeks to justify the significant level of
the proposed penalty.

Charlottesvilie acknowledges that its action with respect to the three stations was not in
strict compliance with DOT regulations. However, Charlottesville respectfully notes that it is
equally clear that the violations with respect to the three stations are de minimis and, thus, that
there is no demonstrated reason for any penalty, much less the proposed penalty.
Per $190.225:

(l)

given the de minimis nature of the violation, it is clear that it does not fall
within the category of a serious or grave violation,

(2)

while the culpability of Charlottesville is clear, it is with respect to a technical
violation, and there is no intent to violate the substance of the regulation that
inspections occur with regularity; rather just the opposite is clear-that
Charlottesville clearly intended to comply with the substance of the
regulation;

(3)

there is no history of prior violations of this regulation or history within any
recent period of time of any NOPV for any violation; and

(4)

as noted above, the attitude of compliance

of Charlottesville historically and
with respect to the proposed violations of the NOPV is real, sustained and
unquestionable.

In sum, there is no reason or need for a penalty, much less the proposed penalty of
$10,300, associated with what is a technical, de minimis violation.

Item2z $192.161(c):

Proposed Penalty of $16,200 and Proposed Compliance Order,

fll.

The NOPV states the Charlottesville contravened the regulation as it failed to install a
non-combustible support of an exposed pipeline. Charlottesville does not contest the proposed

finding of violation.r
t

NopV references a repoÍ by the VA SCC that the involved segment of exposed pipe also was not fastened to
thebuilding. Thefactthatiiwasnotfastenedtothebuildingisnotaviolationofanyrequirementof$192.161(c)'
The

appropriate requirements for a support or an anchor. In any event, the fact that the
suppoft was not anchored did not pose any kind of safety hazard'
as the section discusses the

The NOPV's Proposed Compliance Offer sets forth in

its'lfl that Charlottesville must

now replace "the existing" wood block suppor"ts with non-combustible supports and then provide
documentation of that action.
The proposed compliance requirement is obviously ill-founded. As evidenced by
Attachment 1, the wood block supports are no longer "existing;" indeed, Charlottesville
immediately replaced the wooden supports with non-combustible metal supports and promptly
provided written notification to the VA SCC of this compliance action.2 In that regard, on
February 1,2012, the VA SCC inspected the metal supports and has not since advised

Charlottesville on this matter.

Accordingly, Charlottesville believes that it has already taken fully compliant actions, not
only because it is apparent that these actions are sufficient, but also because it has received no
notice from the VA SCC since its inspection over 10 months ago that its actions were not
sufficient. Accordingly,'!f 1 of the proposed compliance order is obviously ill-founded and
unnecessary.

As noted, the NOPV also proposes a penalty of $ 16,200. There is no rationale provided
by the NOPV that seeks to justify the significant level of the proposed penalty. Charlottesville
respectfully submits that the penalty should be eliminated or, if not, reduced substantially. While
Charlottesville takes no violation lightly, it is clear that this one, per the standards of $190.225,
does not deserve a significant penalty, given "[t]he natute, circumstanceso and gravity of the
violation, including adverse impact on the environment." The requirement set forth in
prevent the risk that a faulty support could allow a pipe segment to
$ 191 . 161(c) is intended to
fall which would resuit in the rupture of a pipeline or a pipeline leak. There was no practical risk
of that occurring in this instance. The pipe segment in question traverses a flat roof that has a tar
and gravel surface and no segment of the pipe is close the edge of the roof. The wood blocks
that were replaced put the pipe segment only 3.5 inches above the roof. Even in the unlikely
event that the wood supports failed, the fall of the pipe segment would only be 3.5 inches onto
the roof. The risk that such a fall would result in a rupture or gas leakage was remote, at most.
In that regard, the violation is similar to the incidents that the VA SCC has reported to
Charlottesville in the past, when it was determined that no NOPV was appropriate particularly
given the prompt compliance of Charlottesvilie. By the standards historically employed by the
VA SCC, Charlottesville respectfully submits that its actions do not give rise to any penalty.
Moreover, the NOPV is clearly incorrect in its assumption that Charlottesville has not
taken prompt actions to comply with the requested actions of the VA SCC and still needs to take
such actions over 19 months after being notified in April, 20ll that its actions may be a violation
of the Regulations. This error alone requires substantial reduction if not elimination of the
proposed penalty.
2
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The sum of the foregoing is that the proposed penalty is unreasonable because (a) the
safety risk related to the proposed violation was remote and (b) the NOPV incorrectly assumes
that Charlottesville did not take prompt compliance actions once notified by the VA SCC of the
situation.

Finally, quite apart from any legalistic application of $192.161(c), it should be stressed
againthat the attitude of compliance by Charlottesville historically and with respect to the
proposed violations of the NOPV has been, and continues to be, real, sustained and
unquestionable. These important factors compel reconsideration of the proposed penalty.

Item

3:

$192.317(b): Compliance Order, fl2.

The regulation states in relevant part that "each above ground transmission line or
main...must be protected from accidental damage by vehicular traffrc or other similar causes,
either by being placed at a safe distøncefrom the traffic or by installing banicades." Emphasis
added.

The NOPV asserts that Charlottesville contravened this provision with respect to an
above ground district regulator station at the intersection of Market Street and Old Preston
Avenue. The NOPV references the VA SCC assertion that the regulator station was 12 feet from

the edge of the road at a curve without barricades.

Charlottesville challenges the finding of a violation, pafticularly given the relevant
circumstances. Since the installation of the regulator station, Charlottesville has consistently
believed that the station has been "placed at a safe distance from traffic . . ." particularly given
the specific circumstances of the location, namely, that the station (a) is located 12 feet from the
road concrete curb line, (b) has the 6-inch high curb, (c) is in aî area with a 25 mph speed limit,
and (c) is located inside the curve of the road-i.e., if a car missed the curve (for example, as a
result of exceeding the speed limit), it would travel awayfrom the regulator station.
Importantly, historically, there has been no suggestion by the VA SCC that the station
was not at a safe distance. The station was specifically inspected in November 2007 by the VA
SCC, and there was no mention of any conceÍn that the regulator station was not at a safe
distance.

Moreover, Charlottesville has attempted to be proactive and has sought to ensure that it
was in compliance with this regulation. Specifically, the Chief Gas Engineer of Charlottesville,
Mr. Phil Garber, has repeatedly requested on an informal basis for over three years the VA SCC
to provide any guide or useful interpretation of the specific phrase "at a safe distance from the
traffic" that is employed in $192.317. Indoing so, Mr, Garber has provided to the VA SCC his
interpretation of the phrase-that a safe distance should be a function of the speed limit, the road
edge construction (i.e., concrete curb versus edge of pavement), and other considerations.

Despite these efforts, the VA SCC has provided no response to Charlottesville's inquiries over
this three-year period.

Against this backdrop, the imposition of any finding that Charlottesville is in violation of
good faith
$192.317(b) would be clearly inappropriate. It is inarguable that Charlottesville has in
affirmatively attempted on repeated occasions to be in compliance and has sought the assistance
of the VA SCC. Rather than provide advice over this three-year period, the VA SCC has chosen
now to recommend a violation based on its interpretation of a phrase based on uffevealed criteria
and despite the facts (a) that it has not, upon repeated request by Charlottesville, provided any
criteria to give meaning to the phase and (b) that it found no violation previously. The record of
Charlottesville should not be tarnished by the inappropriate finding of a violation it has made
every reasonable attempt to avoid.
The NOPV's Proposed Compliance Offer sets forth in its fl2 that Charlottesville must
now relocate the regulator to a safe distance or provide barricades to protect the regulator and
then provide documentation of its actions.
The proposed compliance requirement is obviously ill-founded. As evidenced by
Attachment 1, despite its good faith and reasonable interpretation that the regulator was located
at a safe distance, Charlottesville immediately put in place appropriate barricades at the involved
location and notified the VA SCC of this action.3 On February l,20l2,the VA SCC inspected

this site and has not since advised on this matter.
In sum, Charlottesville believes that it has already taken fully compliant actions, not only
because it is apparent that these actions are sufficient (assuming arguendo a violation), but also
because it has received no notice from the VA SCC since its inspection over 10 months ago that
its actions were not sufficient. AccordingIy,fl2 of the proposed compliance order is obviously
ill-founded and unnecessary.

Item 4: $192.353: Proposed Penalty of $13,700 and Proposed Compliance Order, fl3.
The NOPV states that Charlottesville failed to install an inside meter in a ventilated place
with adequate separation from a source of ignition or heat. In support, NOPV references the VA
SCC observation of a meter in an unventilated place, near a wood storage area, and less than 3
feet from electrical equipment.

Charlottesville notes as a technical matter, the NOPV assertion is incorrect.
Charlottesville installed the meter príor to installing the electrical equipment which is referenced
in the NOPV. In that regard, the proposed violation can be regarded as technical as well. Based
on conversations with the VA SCC, it is clear that the proposed violation was based on the fact

3
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that the meter was located less than 3 feet from the electrical equipment.o While Charlottesville
acknowledges this fact, it also notes that that the meter location was located slightly less than 3
feet-i.e., 2.5 feet-from the electrical equipment.

However, Charlottesville does not wish to stress these technical matters, but rather the
fact that its actions demonstrate an attitude of compliance. As set forth in Attachment 1, upon
leaming on April 15,2011 of the VA SCC concerns regarding the location of the meter,
Charlottesville stated on April 25,2011 that it had scheduled the meter to be relocated.5 In fact,
Charlottesville relocated the meter the next day, April 26,2011.
The NOPV's Proposed Compliance Offer sets forth in its tf3 that Charlottesville must
relocate now the meter and provide written documentation. Here, too, the NOPV is obviously
ill-founded. As noted, Charlottesville relocated the meter promptly. Also, on February 1,2012,
the VA SCC inspected this site and has not since advised on this matter.

Accordingly, Charlottesville believes that it has already taken fully compliant actions, not
only because it is apparent that these actions are sufficient (assuming arguendo a violation), but
also because it has received no notice from the VA SCC since its inspection over 10 months ago
that its actions were not sufficient. Accordingly, !f3 of the proposed compliance order is
obviously ill-founded and unnecessary.
Finally, as noted, the NOPV proposes a penalty of $13,700. There is no rationale
provided by the NOPV that seeks to justiSr the signifîcant level of the proposed penalty. Per
violation, and there is no intent to
ç1g0.225, Charlottesville is culpable, at most, of a technical
violate its substance. Moreover, the level of the penalty is apparently based on the erroneous
assumption that Charlottesville has not yet sought to remedy the VA SCC concerns in this
matter. These factors as well as Charlottesville's consistent attitude of compliance compel the
conclusion, Charlottesville respectfully submits, that the proposed penalty must be eliminated or
at least substantially reduced.

Item

5:

$192.357: Proposed Compliance Order, tf4.

The NOPV states that Charlottesville failed to install a meter so as to minimize
anticipated stress upon the connecting pipeline. Charlottesville does not contest the proposed

violation.
not
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The NOPV's Proposed Compliance Offer sets forth in its fl4 that Charlottesville must
now provide additional meter supports to limit the possible horizontal movement of the
connecting pipe and the meter. Here, too, the NOPV is obviously ill-founded. As evidenced in

Attachment 1, upon learning on April 15,2071 of the VA SCC concerns, Charlottesville stated
on April 25,2011 that it would provide the supports requested by the VA SCC.6 In fact,
Charlottesville installed the requested support the next day, April 26,2011. Also, on February 1,
20l2,the VA SCC inspected this site and has not since advised on this matter.

In sum, Charlottesville believes that it has already taken fully compliant actions, not only
because it is apparent that these actions are sufficient, but also because it has received no notice
from the VA SCC since its inspection over 10 months ago that its actions were not sufficient'
Accordingly, fl4 of the proposed compliance order is obviously ill-founded and unnecessary.
Item

6:

$192.479: Proposed Penalty of $32,100 and Proposed Compliance Order, tf5'

The NOPV states that Charlottesville failed to clean and coat a segment of two pipelines
that were exposed to the atmosphere. Charlottesville does not contest the proposed violation.
The NOPV's Proposed Compliance Offer sets forth in its lf5 that Charlottesville must
now clean and coat the two exposed pipeline segments. Here, too, the NOPV is obviously illfounded. Upon learning on March 9,2011 of the VA SCC concerns, Charlottesville cleaned and
coated one pipeline segment on March 14,2011 and the other on March 16,2011. Charlottesville
T
provided notice to the VA SCC Attachment 1 that these actions had already been performed. In
that regard, on February l,20l2,the VA SCC inspected this site and has not since advised on

this matter.
In sum, Charlottesville believes that it has already taken fully compliant actions, not only
because it is apparent that these actions are sufficient, but also because it has received no notice
from the VA SCC since its inspection over 10 months ago that its actions were not sufhcient.
Accordingly,15 of the proposed compliance order is obviously ill-founded and unnecessary.
Finally, as noted, the NOPV proposes a penalty of $32,100. There is no rationale
provided by the NOPV that seeks to justify the significant level of the proposed penalty, and it is
apparently based on the erïoneous assumption that Charlottesville has not sought to remedy the
VA SCC concerns in this matter. The facts are quite the contrary; Charlottesville's attitude and
actions of prompt compliance not only with respect to the proposed violation but also as shown
in its historical practice compel, Charlottesville respectfully submits, the conclusion that the
proposed penalty must be eliminated or at least substantially reduced.

6
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Item 7: $I92.707(c): Proposed Penalty of $16,200 and Proposed Compliance Order, fl6.
The regulation provides that "Line markers must be placed along each section of a møin
and transmßsìon line that is located aboveground in an area accessible to the public." Emphasis
added. The NOPV states that in two locations-one at North Wing Barracks Road ("Barracks
Road") and one at Allied Street- Charlottesville failed to place line markers on an exposed
main.

Charlottesville contests the proposed violation at both locations. Charlottesville did not
install a line marker at that location at the Allied Street location. However, the pipe segment at
Allied Street is clearly neither a transmission line nor a main line; it is part of a service line.
Accordingly, Charlottesville has no obligation under $192.107(c) to install line markers along
that segment.
The Allied Street segment fits squarely within the definition of a service line set forth
in$192.3 ,i.e.,"adistribution line that transports gas from a common source of supply to . ' .
small commercial customers served through a meter header or manifold."

Notable in this regard is the exchange of e-mails between the VA SCC and
Charlottesville, which is provided as Attachment 2. On March 22,2012, the VA SCC sent an email to Charlottesville which stated that the pipe segment at Barracks Road could not be
considered to be part of a service line, because it was upstreøm of a service regulator that
reduced the pressure to the pressure at which the gas is delivered to the customer:
"Each of the meters has a regulator that controls the pressure from a
higher pressure to the pressure provided to the customer. Since the regulator at
each meter fiocated at Barrack Road] meets the definition of a service regulator,
the pipeline in question cannot be a service manifold as the pressure in the
pipeline is not that provided to the customer. Therefore, the service lines begin at
the tap off the main through the service regulator to the individual customer."

In contrast, the pipeline segment at Allied Street is downstream of the service regulator
and, thus, the segment distributes gas øt the same pressure at which the gas ís delivered to the
customer. Thus, under the VA SCC's own interpretation, the pipe is to be considered as a
service manifold, i.e., part of a service line.8 The VA SCC interpretation confirms
Charlottesville position, which in itself is reasonable and compelling-that the Allied Street
pipeline segment must be considered to be a manifold or header and, in any event, part of a
service line because it is located downstream of a service regulator that reduces the pressure of
that segment down to the pressure of gas delivered to a small number of small commercial

The above analysis was set forth in the March 26,2012 Charlottesville e-mail sent at 3:26 p.m. to the VA SCC,
which is includeá as part of Attachment 2. Notably, the VA SCC chose not to address, much less challenge, this
analysis.

s

customers. Accordingly, the requirement of $192.707(c) for line markers at the Allied Street
location is clearly inapplicable.
Charlottesville also contests the proposed at the Barracks Road location. Charlottesville
has historically maintained a line marker atthat location. Importantly, Charlottesville has done
so, notwithstanding its position that no markers were required under $192.707(c) at that location,
inasmuch as the pipeline segment was a service line. The marker at the Barracks Road location
was a sign that provided an explicit warning of a gas line and was in complete compliance with
the Regulations. Charlottesville acknowledges that the sign was missing as of the date of the VA
SCC inspection, as it apparently was stolen before the inspection. However, promptly after
being notified by the VA SCC that there were no markers at that location, Charlottesville
instailed another sign, and moreover, bolted that sign onto a metal post to seek to ensure that it
was not stolen again. These actions affirmatively demonstrate that Charlottesville not only
installed, but has maintained a line marker in a manner fully consistent with its obligations.
The NOPV's Proposed Compliance Offer sets forth in its fl6 that Charlottesville must
install and maintain line markers with respect to the pipe segments at the Barracks Street and
Allied Street locations. As evidenced by Attachment 1, upon learning of the VA SCC position,
notwithstanding its belief that the position of the VA SCC was erroneous, Charlottesville
immediately installed a line marker at the Allied Street location. Charlottesville also promptly
replaced the stolen marker at the Barracks Road location. Charlottesville then promptly provided

written notification to the VA SCC of these actions.e In that regard, on February l,20l2,the VA
SCC inspected the line markers and has not since advised Charlottesville on this matter'

Accordingly, Charlottesville believes that it has already taken fully compliant actions, not
only because it is apparent that these actions are sufficient, but also because it has received no
notice from the VA SCC since its inspection over 10 months ago that its actions were not
sufficient. Accordingly, ''[f6 of the proposed compliance order is obviously ill-founded and
unnecessary.

As noted, the NOPV also proposes a penalty of $ 16,200. There is no rationale provided
by the NOPV that seeks to justify the signif,rcant level of the proposed penalty. As demonstrated,
it is clear that Charlottesville has not violated $192.707(c). In any event, assuming arguendo
there was a violation, the NOPV is incorrect in its assumption that Charlottesville has not taken
prompt compliance actions and still needs to take such actions over 19 months after being
notified in April, 2011 that its actions may give rise to a violation of DOT regulations. This error
alone requires fuither substantial reduction if not elimination of the proposed penalty assuming,
contrary to fact, that Charlottesville has violated $192.707(c).

Finally, as shown in Attachment 1, Charlottesville had a good faith belief that the
requirements of $192.707(c) were not applicable to either the Barrack Street or Allied Street
e
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pipeline segments.lO Indeed, as shown in that attachment, in an effort to avoid any future
problems, Charlottesville set forth its interpretation of the definitions in the regulation of a
service line and specifically sought the opinion of the VA SCC.t1 The additional exchange of
viewpoints showed, as noted, that the requirements of $192.707(c) did not apply to the Allied
Street pipe segment. These Charlottesville actions underscore, again, the attitude of compliance
that has been repeatedly demonstrated, which compels reconsideration of the proposed penalty
assuming, contrary to the facts, that a violation has occurred.

Item

8:

$192.805: Proposed Compliance Order, fl7'

The NOPV asseús that Charlottesville failed to have and

follow

a written qualification

program that identified a covered task "for the calibration and maintenance of field telemeters
related to their [sic] telemetery system." Notably, the allegation by the NOPV that
Charlottesville failed to identify as a covered task the "maintenance of telemeters" was not
included in the April 1 5,2011 NOI issued by the VA SCC and, presumably, should not now be

included as part of the NOPV.
The NOPV is clearly incorrect in its assumption that the calibration of telemetering
equipment is a covered task. Under $192.80i (b), a covered task is limited to "an activity,
identified by the operator, that: . . . (3) is performed as a requirement of this part . . ." The action

of calibrating telemetering equipmentis nowhere defined in Part I92 as a requirement. Based on
Charlottesville's review of the regulations, there is a provision, $192.741, that requires an
operator in certain circumstances to install telemetering requirement. However, there is nothing
in that section that implies, much less asserts, the requirement that the operator must calibrate
such equipment.

The historic facts fully corroborate the conclusion that calibration of telemetering is not a
covered task. The part of the Regulations conceming operator qualifications, subpart NN, was
promulgated in 1999. Immediately thereafter, all Virginia operators-together with a
representative of the VA SCC-held a series of meetings to review the subpart to determine

what should be included as covered tasks and thus set forth in each operator's written
qualification program. Several such tasks were identified, and defined with specificity. None of
these tasks included calibration of telemetering equipment.
As a result of these meetings, each Virginia operator, including Charlottesville, compiled
a written qualification program, which was in 2001. Since that time-i.e.,for over 10 yeørs of
reguløtory oversight ønd ínvestigatÍons-neither the PHMSA nor the VA SCC has ever
indicated that Charlottesville's written qualification program was not in compliance with

to

As discussed previously, Charlottesville had historically maintained a line marker at the Barracks Road station,
notwithstanding its position that it was not required to do so under $192.707(c).
ll Attachment l, page 1, numbered paragraph 1.
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not
$192.305 (or any PHMSA regulation or requirement) on the theory that the program did
identify as a covered task the calibration of telemetering equipment.

As noted, the NOPV claim that Charlottesville is required to include maintenance of
telemetering equipment is not properly included within the NOPV. Nonetheless, Charlottesville
stresses that such a claim is ill-founded for the same reasons discussed above-(l) maintenance
of telemetering is not a requirement of Part 192, and (2) (a) Charlottesville's written qualification
program, which implemented the consensus of the meetings participated in by all Virginia
operators and a representative of the VA SCC, does not define maintenance as a covered task, (b)
nor has the PHMSA or VA SCC in over 10 years or regulatory oversight since the
implementation of that program ever suggested it should be.
In light of the foregoing, Charlottesville respectfully submits that the claim in the NOPV
that Charlottesville violated $192.S05 of the Regulations is clearly unreasonable and wrong.
Accordingly, the PHMSA should withdraw this finding of violation.

It is equaliy important that PHMSA withdraw the ill-founded requirement that
Charlottesville revise its operator qualification program to include as a covered task the
calibration and maintenance of telemetering equipment. As demonstrated, there is no
requirement of the Regulations to perform either activity which, under $192.801(b), is a precondition to be considered a required task to be included in an operator's written qualification
program.

CONCLUSION
For the reasons demonstrated above, Charlottesville respectfully submits that the
PHMSA should withdraw (a) its proposed violations with respect to items 3, 7 and 8.

Charlottesville also requests that the PHMSA withdraw the entire proposed Compliance
Order. Charlottesville has complied with each of flfll-7 of the proposed order. fl8 of the
proposed order is neither required nor appropriate for the reasons discussed above.
Charlottesville respectfully submits that the proposed penalties should be entirely
eliminated or, alternatively, if they are not, substantially reduced. Charlottesville will not
reiterate the facts that justify its request. However, Charlottesville does want to underscore its
consistent efforts, described above, to comply with the requirements of the Regulations. Should
the PHMSA have any questions regarding any statement set forth in this response, please contact
the undersigned counsel, as Charlottesville welcomes any questions or other interaction with the
PHMSA to confirm the seriousness and constancy of its attitude of compliance.

Finally, Charlottesville stresses that in all previous instances in which the VA SCC has
indicated to Charlottesville possible non-compliance with the Regulations, the matters have been
resolved by Charlottesville's prompt compliance without the escalation of the issuance of an

t2

NOPV. Charlottesville respectfully submits that the same action would have been appropriate
for the matters raised in the NOPV, given the circumstances-i.e., not only the fact that the
claimed violations are of the same nature as violations that were fully addressed by informal
action previously, but also that (1) the claimed violations were determined by the VA SCC in
January and March of 2011, some 21 months ago, (2) the compliance actions requested by the
VA SCC were promptly and fully undertaken by Charlottesville at that time, and (3) the VA

SCC inspected such actions over 10 months ago and did not provide any suggestion that such
actions did not fully address the VA SCC concerns or did not fully address any other safety risk.

Respectfully submitted,

THE DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC V/ORKS,
CHARLOTTEVILLE PUBLC UTILITIES

Joshfa L.Menter
Miller, Balis & O'Neil, P.C.
Twelfth Floor
1015 15th Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20005
imenterúDmbolaw.com
202-296-2960
Attorney for
The Department of Public'Works, Charlottesville
Public Utilities
January 14,2013
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ATTACHMENT I

CITY OF CHARLOTTESVILLE
Departnreart of h¡blic Works

ffir

Cbdottcsvílle R¡blic Utiliues
305 4th Street, N.lil.
CbarlotæÊYill€, V A 22903

+
'iñ

t¡¡J

April25,2011

VIA EI,ÍAIL
Mr, Ricb¡ú VandrrPloeg
State Corporation Com¡¡ris¡ion

Divisior ofutility and Raikosd
P,O. Box 1197
Rich¡nunù V.A 2321E-1 197

Sae^ry

Dear Mr. VanderPloeg:
The Departnre¡rt ofPublis tiVorts, Charlottesviüç Publis Utititios ('tharlotesvillo") is
inreoeþ ofúe Aprills 2011 NotÍcs on Investigation ("NOf'), ReportNo. INS'2011-0350, you
sont ûû beha¡f of úe Stnæ Corporation Commissiûr (."SCC'). In úe NOI you list sev6¡1findings
*of the
andthen sûafe thøt tho purpose ofthe leUer is to dst€rmin€ whether a probable viol*ion
Commi¡sion's pipeline safety standards" may eúst, Moreov€rr, yotÌ st¿te that if a probable
violetion is idemtified, "it \4'ill be insludÊd in a Notioe of Prob¿ble Violuion letter seut to your
csmpatry pr¡fsuant to or¡r e,lrforcement procedules."

As dcmonsfficd bclow, Ct¡¡lotæsville hast¿kør appropriate aotion on eaoh itsn.

l. ìfol Fin{inqconc€ilgin-gQP$.B.egularisn.

$ecrion l.g?.707(,Ð æ A[ied st. aûdHag¿Lsg

andNorth lVing Barracks Rd

Section 192.707(o) statss ihaf "Line narfurs mtxt be placedandnwtutatned along each
îonñrtssion ltne thø tt locqted above ground n øn srea sccesrible lo lhe
p¿blfc." Chæloüpwille views ths piping at boü ofthesc locatims not to bE a m¿in, but is
seç7ion of a matn qnd

ínctuded in the definitioar of a Service Line as per Secuon 192,3 which stst€s s "Service line
mecms s distributton ltne that trqnqrorls gasltpm a contmon sourcs of srypþ to an individual
cuttomer, to two adJacent or adjotning rcsí&ntisl or snøIl commerclal cTrstametx, or to tmtltiple
residentiøl or srnall cammerclal cu$omers senedthrough ømeter headar ormaniþld, A service
linç endr at the outlet of the euslo¡rer meter or at the connedlon to a customer's plptng,
whieheyer isfinther downstream, or at the connaction to ca$omer piptng if there ls no meter"'
Therefore, the subject above ground piping is prt of the servicc, neter ùmder or manifold sld
not a main. We reErest a wriuea deærrrinaticrn frsm thc SCC cn this definition wiihin 30 days
fram thc datc of Érii lctt€'r. As a precerüiou, plo'pcr ara{<er aigrago has bcem installed.

Prge2

Z.

NOI FindingCopc€nrþg OPf¡ Rcgulation.,SeÉio¡ 192.429(a) at Allied.St. mdHarris Str
qpd Noflh Winq Balraçb RC.
The subjeot piping has been clca""d and coated"

3.

NOI Finding Cp+ccming OPS Regulalie¡r. SectioLl92.3176)

*

Maxket ST. and Ol4

kestonAva.
Vehicle protection has been added to ths subject facilities.

4.

NOI Finding Concerni4g OPS,Regutatiq+ Sçction 192.353(c)e! Al[i9d St,

Sincç üis þ¡jlding was sonstruc{ed in 1971, itis uû}clear iftbe electrical pmel was there
when lhe gas met€r was insfaüed" However, it is cçrfsin that the elccticsl dervicc thst iB dir€ctly
undcr thc gss mct€r luas added after the gas metcr installæion. The gas meter is scheduled to bs
rçlocst€d ûo comply with SactÍon 192.353(s).

5.

NO.

I Finding Conærning OP$,ßç¡qlúioa Section 192.357(al at Allied St.

Additimal mÊtcr srrypsrts will be added

as

part of thc subject metsr relocation as statÊd

in nurrber 4 above,

6.

NOI FindingConcqrnins 9ÌS Rsgulúig¡¡.,S-ection 192.1611c) õr Alicd St.

The wood block $¡pporß ha 6 bcm replaccd with all metal srpports sitting on to'p of a
fldrrrofin ordsrnotto p€û€trd€ &e ¡oof sfi¡cturs, Tbe eas line is fully $wport€d
and co'rrplies with Section l9.l6l(c).

tar ard gravel

?.

NOI Findinq.ça'-gcemins OPS Rcg'¡la.tioF- Seçtie[ l?2.80f1.4) Tkough sutthe

svs,tÊ'nt

Seatiori f 92.805(a) st¡tÊs that "Each opemtor slroll hsve andþllw awritten
qualificøtion progmm. The progtzm shall include prcvlslons to: (a) Identiþ covetd tasks; "
Ysu stðted thôt Chulotúcsvillc has ûilcd have aÍd follow a wrineo qualiñoation program that
identified a qovered tasl by not havius a prpvision for tte calibrstioú of field transrniüffs
relâtsd ø thcir ælemetry systêm. Chürlofrsville disagrees that calibratim of ficld taosmiüers is
a cove,rod t¿sk under Section 192,S01(b).

Cha¡lotesville has identified covered as per Seotion 192.801(b) which ststcs " For the
Wpose of thts subpørt, a covered task ß an acltvity, l&ntifre.d by the operalor, lhal:

(1) Is perfomed on a pipeline facílìty:
(2) Is an operations or malntenance tash;
(3) Is performedas a requiremenl of this part; and
ft) Alects the operation arintegrity of the plpellne,

Page 3

Calibration of fiçld tansrittcrs does not mest 2 of thc above 4 criteria. First, calibrstisn
of ficld tran$nitters is not a pæt ofthe pþlinc faoility therefora, is aot pøfømed on a pipalinc
facility as per Section 192.801(bxl). Pressurc calibratiûn is made on thc RTU unit. The
prressl¡rÞ trmsnitt¡'r is non-adjusuble. The RTU unit is connectedto the trmcnittsrþ wirss
only and ie not connectßd to the gss sfttû¡. If connestim by wi¡os nakes the RTU e pipelino
facility, then tfre compuler in tho officç is e pipeline ftcility also b€car¡ss ít is comested to úe
RT{J by ælephono wires. Also, fiçld tnansmitters re not prt of the definition of a pipelinc
facílity as par Scctior 1 92.3 beoaus€ th€ trat¡sniü€r srd RTU does not hansport gas, it mmítors
gas prossr¡re. Secoadly, ard more impmtantly, caliþrølíon offield tmnsmlners is not requircd
underPart 192 th€refore doee notm€ãt Secboû 192,801(bX3).

in ligüt of all of thc foregoing Chülott€svüe sub,üite that a Notice of P¡obable Violatioq a
possibility strggestcd by ùe NOI, would bc ueiú€r nûçessary nor spproprist€. However, do not
hesitane to cmtact tbc rmdersipcd ifyou wirh Charlottewille to provide additional infomation
or ífyou have ary questions.
Ifyou hava any furtber guestions, pleasc call me at 434.970.381l.
$inceroly,

OtC¿*..t.*-I
Philtip Garber
Assistant Gas Suporintendeut/Chief Gas Enginoer

Hildsbrü{

P. E - Direcüor of Utilitie¡
Compliance
Supervisor
Tim Monis - Operotions Supervisor

Cc: Lar¡ren

D.

J.

File

Man¿fi

M¡ssoud Taha¡nrui
Dirçctc(

POBq ll97
Rißh¡nüd" Vi¡giûiå 23218-1 197

@r)3?r-99r0
filx (¡ûf) l7l-Ytr+

Sf,ATE CONPORATION COMillsSION
DIVISIONOF IJTILTTY A}ID RAILROAD SAFETY

4tßnoLt
Mr. Phillip Garüer

Ctiof GreEngineer
Cily of Cbarlottervi llo
305 4 th St.

charlotæwillg vA?2903

Notice of Invertigation - Inspection No. IN$2011{r150
DoarMr, C*¡ôe*,
As aresuh of an insD€ction I conductodfrom3l7fãQlT to 3/9Æ01l-tha followinq wae not€d:

192.707(c) - Faihue on

W2,707(c)

Lot¡üon

Flnüln¡s

Code Scctlon*

I

oçcasion to hsvc

marken placod ard n¡i¡rdued aloag each
scction of a maÍn and t¡a¡¡miseion line tbat
is loçåt€d abovo grouad i¡ ao a¡ea
acccssiblc to th€ public at NoÍh \ilÍng
Barracks Rd. ¡nd the 1730 blwk of Allied

Atlied St. andHgnis St.,
Nortù Wing B¿rracks Rd,
Cb¿¡lotte*ville

i¡

$r.

te¿.a7e@)

Failrue of Company to clcan and con e¡cå
pipeline or portion ofpipeline tl¡æ is
ecçosd to the atmoeph€r€, ¡t Nortb Wiug
Barr¡*s Ril. and 1730 Bloct of Àllierl St

Allied St.

and

Hrris

St.,

Nortl

WüryBarrec,ktsd. in

Chrloüen'ille

Fnifure ofan Operatorto Fotect an above

t92'3nþ)/

mríntom

scÆid€üsl dam¡gp by
similr crrnee,
not oither being placed at a safo distarrc€
grouod

çùiwtstrÆc

or uthcr

þ

Markst St and Oldhesûot
Avç,

fiom tr¡S|rc. or by inrtalling banÍender at
MÊrket end Old Presron Avc.

in$all s meter
buildiag in a rærtilated plaæ rnd
¡st lcræths¡ 3 fcÉú (914 rnillimeteru)Ëom
any source of ipition or rny aorco ofheat
wbich adgh danage {åß sÉ{e¡ s {b€ i73O
block of Allied St.
Taúlure of an Oporator to

192.353(c)

192.3s\0.)

witåin

a

Failure ofrn Operatorto instsll ¿ m€tsr so
as to minimize anticipated str€ssos upon the
conncctne eieilg !üd úÊ üctçr ü &c 1?30
block of Allied St.

Allicd St. iu Ch¿rlottewille

.{li€d

St.

i¡ Chsrlottewille

strATE COFPORAnON COHHlS$lOll
te2.l6I(c)

Failure of a¡ Operatoro zupport or anchor
on ån orposed pipeline with a durable
noncombustiblc materi¿t at 17J0 block of

Alliod St. in Charloresvi[e

Allicd St.

192.805(a)

Failure ofan Opcraforto b¿ve and follow a
wriËetr qualiñcation prograu that
identlfied a covprsd task by ttoÉ heving a
provision for thc calibn¡tion of ûeld
tfangmitt€rs r€ltted to tbeir telenery

Ut¡u¡gh ort.the iytt€m in
Cha¡louewille

svst6m

*¡fno

codo æq¡m is uoìËó, thc it€m is a o@oçro lo &s'Stâü.

The p¡rpore ofthis lsttÊr is to obtain all thc relwmt fÌr*s regarding rhc ¿bove, The infrrmst¡on
obt¡ined will be us€d to dçtemin€ if a "probrble violdionn of the Commission's pipeliac safoty stonderds
may orist. If a probrble violstioa is ideatified, it will bs included in ¡ Notiso of P¡ob¡ble Violltion lctter
scût to your oompany purzuant to our enforcgment procßÌl¡¡res.

faxto

me no

Ptcrso pmvidr ¿ writtßri resporure rcldivc to thc çoncËn$ listtd above by maif omail or
25' 2011.

lrtcr tb¡n April

Your prronrpt ¡tt€lrt¡on.l.q this.matt€r
cotrtaot n€ et 804-371-936E.

is gpeatly appr,eciated.- If.you.haw

Sinoøeþ,

RichardVandorP.loog

Utilities Engineu

r¡y

qr¡cstio$,-pleûsc
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Joshua L. Menter
From:
Sent:

to:
Subject:

Garber, Phil <Garber@charlottesville.org>
Monday, January 07,20L3 8:45 AM
Joshua L. Menter
FW: North Wing Barracks Road Main and Service

Phil Garber, P.E.
Chief Gas Engineer
City of Cha rlottesville

305 4th Street NW
Charlottesville, VA 22903

434-970-38L1(o)
434-e7}-38r7 (fl
From: Jim Hotinger Imailto:Jim.Hotínger@scc.virginia.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, March 27t2Ol2 7:514M

To: Garber, Phil
Subject: RE: North Wing Barracks Road Main and Seruice

The section from the "tap" on the main....in this case, where the pipe going to the customer's serv¡ce
regulator and meter is welded to the aboveground main, I have circled where the photo begins in the
service in the photo below.

From r

Ga

rber, Phil fmailto : Garber@charlottesville.org]

Sent: Tuesday, March 27,
To: Jim Hotinger

2:0t2. 7:30 AM

Subject; RE: North Wing Barracks Road Main and Service
That is interesting. What part of this piping is considered the "service line"?

Phillip Garber, P, E.
Chief Gas Engineer
City of C harlottesville
305 4th Street N.W,
Charlottesville, VA 22903
434.970.3811 (o)
434.970.3817 {Í\
F¡om : Jim Hotinger [mailto :J im. Hotinger@scc.virginia. gov]
Sent: Monday, March 2,6t20124t26PM
To: Garber, Phil
Subjecü RE: North WÍng Barrack Road Main and Seruice

Phil, then it is a main. The service regulator would be the one at the meter that is reducing the
pressure to 7" W.C. The 627R is simply reducing the pressure to 30 psig. lf the customers were
taking 30 psig, then it would be a service regulator. What is the MAOP of the aboveground piping
from the 627R to the meter sets?
From : Garber, Phil [mailto

:

Ga

rber@charlottesville,org]

Sent: Monday, March 26,2072 3:5¿I PM
To: Jim Hotinger
Subject: RE: Nofth Wing Barracks Road Main and Service
The regulator on North Wing Barracks Road is a Fisher 627R and reduces from about 90# to 30# in the 2" steel attached
to the building. Then the service regulator at each meter reduces to the customer pressure is about 7 in. WC.

Phillip Garber, P. E.
Chief Gas Engineer
City of Charlottesville
305 4th Street N.W.
Charlottesville, VA 22903

434.970,3811 (o)
434.970.3817 (Í)

From: Jim Hotinger [mailto:Jim.Hotinger@scc,virginia.gov]
Sent: Monday, March 2q 2012 3:44 PM
To: Garber, Phil
Subject: RE: North Wing Barracks Road Main and Service

Phil, There is still some confusion on this end, ln the photos Rick had, there is a Fisher 289R
regulator on the pipeline as it comes above ground, and service regulators on each of the meters
attached. What is the customer's pressure? What are the operating pressures in the belowground
portion of the piping, the section after the 289R, and after the service regulators on each of the
meters? I need some clarity that only the operating pressures in these pipe sections could provide.
Please let me know by Wednesday, March 28,2012.
Thanks.
-Jim
From: Garber, Phil [mailto:Garber@charlottesville.org]
Sent: Monday, March 26,20lZ 3:26 PM
To: Jim Hotinger
Cc: Morris, ïm
Subject: RE: North Wing Barracks Road Main and Service
Thanks for your response to my question ín April 20L1. As you indicated several times and at the latest VGOA meeting,
am trying to use you (SCC) as a resource. Also, what ís obvious to you may not be obvious to others,
Based on your interpretation of the definition of a service regulator in 192,3, and that the header or manifold is
downstream of the service regulator, then the above ground gas line at 1730 Allied Street that Rick determined to be a
"main on structure" in April 20l.L now fits the definition of a header or manifold. At this location there is a full internal

relief regulator on the riser that reduces the higher pressure to the customers pressure. This is a service
Gladwegotthe"Callbeforeyou
regulator. Attached,isapictureofthesignagethatRickrequestedweputontheroof.
dig" message up there. Therefore, we can take this location off of our "main on structure" inspection list.

I

will be traveling to the APGA Operations Conference in Pensacola tomorrow and will be back in the office next
Monday. We are still working on your below data request (looks like this was installed in 1993 and it is tak¡ng some
records research), but due to my travel I will get you the requested information after I return, Also, we have a Public
I

Awareness audit next week, as you know.
Thanks.

Phillip Garber, P. E.
Chief Gas Engineer
City of Charlottesville
305 4th Street N.W.
Charlottesville, VA 22903

434.970.3811 (o)
434.970.3817 (f\

From: Jim Hotinger [mailto:Jim,Hotinger@scc.virginia.gov]
Sent: Thursday, March 22,20L2 3:13 PM

To: Garber,

Subject

Phil

North Wing Barracks Road Main and Service

Ph¡r,

I understand that you would still like a definition of service and main and whether or not the
pipeline at North Wings Barracks Road is a main or a service. lf you would go to 49 CFR 5192.3,
Definitions, the answer ¡s obv¡ous. A service regulator is defined as "...the device on a service line
that controls the pressure of gas delivered from a higher pressure to the pressure provided to the
customer. A service regulator may serve one customer or multiple customers through a meter header
or manifold."

As you know, the main comes aboveground and a Fisher 289R cuts the pressure from either
60 or 90 psig to approximately 30 psig according to the information provided to our inspector. Each
of the meters has a regulator that controls the pressure from a higher pressure to the pressure
provided to the customer. Since the regulator at each meter meets the definition of a service
regulator, the pipeline in question cannot be a seruice man¡fold as the pressure in the pipeline is not
that provided to the customer. Therefore, the service lines begin at the tap off the main through the
service regulator to the individual customer.

ln addition, the Fisher 289R may be a pressure regulating station. As a result, by this email, I
am requesting the MAOP for the pipeline up to and including the Fisher 2BgH, the MAOP for pipeline
after the pressure cut at the Fisher 289H that continues behind the building, and the orifice size of the
Fisher 289H. As it should be readily available, I would like this information by next Thursday, March

29,2012.
Should you have any questions, please let me know.
-Jim

